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Deja Vu Sisterhood Now
The second in the bestselling Sisterhood series, Fern
Michaels’ Payback continues the story of seven unlikely
women bound by their unbreakable friendships, their dark
pasts and their desire for revenge. One of the women,
Julia Webster, is a hugely successful plastic surgeon who
lives in a gorgeous Georgetown home. But appearances
are not as they seem, as the Sisterhood know all too well . .
. Her husband is a US senator on the crest of his greatest
political victory. He’s used his wife’s charm and
dignity to his advantage throughout his political career.
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But behind closed doors he’s treated her with nothing
but disrespect, and cheating on her is the last straw. He
may have crossed one strong woman, but there are six
more where she came from and they’re about to teach
him a serious lesson in Payback . . . New York Times
bestselling author Fern Michaels strikes again in this
exceptional and empowering story of revenge against
adultery, perfect for fans of James Patterson, Sue Grafton
or the Netflix series Good Girls. 'Michaels grinds out
bestsellers by concocting videogenic plots filled with strong
heroines and effortless costume changes.' - Publishers
Weekly
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The Sisterhood discovers that revenge is relative. A family
mystery propels this suspenseful thriller in the New York
Times bestselling series. Sometimes, justice is a long time
coming. That’s the case with Julie Wyatt, whose story
strikes close to home for the original founder of the
Sisterhood, Myra Rutledge, and her best friend—and
fellow Sister—Annie. Julie is convinced her greedy
daughter-in-law Darlene had something to do with the
mysterious circumstances surrounding her son’s death.
She desperately wants to get a confession out of
Darlene—and to ensure the safety of granddaughter. As
Myra, Annie, and their cohorts dig deeper into
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Darlene’s shady dealings, events unfurl in a way that no
one could have predicted, bringing to light the true
meaning of loyalty and courage—and the kind of
friendship that can create miracles . . . Series praise
“Spunky women who fight for truth, justice, and the
American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing what happens when wellfunded, very angry women take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors “Delectable . .
. deliver[s] revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
For a New Jersey cartoonist, the death of her parents
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reveals a bevy of secrets in this novel by the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of Fancy Dancer. With a
popular comic strip, card line, and children’s cartoon to
her name, Lucy Brighton should be in a happy place. But
the ache of a cold, lonely childhood lingers on. Even
though she still lives in the New Jersey house where she
grew up, Lucy has had little contact with her parents since
they moved to Florida five years ago. Then Lucy receives
a call that her parents have been killed in a car crash.
While settling their affairs in Florida, Lucy begins to
realize how little she really knew about their lives. She has
no way to explain the mysterious safe in their bedroom,
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with its cache of fake passports, cash, and weapons. What
secrets were the Brightons keeping? Were they even who
they claimed to be? The answers will shatter everything
she once believed about her parents—and about herself.
Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels “Tirelessly
inventive and entertaining.” —Booklist on Up Close and
Personal “Fast-moving . . . entertaining . . . a rollercoaster ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly
on Mr. and Miss Anonymous “Michaels knows what
readers expect from her and she delivers each and every
time.” —RT Book Reviews on Perfect Match
Julie Wyatt enlists the aid of fellow members of the
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Sisterhood, Myra and Annie, to prove that her daughterin-law, Darlene, is responsible for the mysterious death of
her son Larry and help ensure the safety of Larry's
daughter.
Vanishing Act
Forget Me Not
The Woman Next Door
My Sisters Telegraphic
Heather Demetrios's Little Universes is a book about
the powerful bond between sisters, the kinds of love
that never die, and the journey we all must make
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through the baffling cruelty and unexpected beauty
of human life in an incomprehensible universe. One
wave: that’s all it takes for the rest of Mae and
Hannah Winters’ lives to change. When a tsunami
strikes the island where their parents are
vacationing, it soon becomes clear that their mom
and dad are never coming home. Forced to move to
Boston from sunny California for the rest of their
senior year, each girl struggles with secrets their
parents’ death has brought to light, and with their
uncertainty about the future. Instead of bringing them
closer, it feels like the wave has torn the sisters
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apart. Hannah is a secret poet who wants to be
seen, but only knows how to hide. The pain pills she
stole from her dead father hurl her onto the shores of
an addiction she can’t shake and a dealer who turns
her heart upside down. When it’s clear Hannah’s
drowning, Mae, a budding astronaut suddenly
launched into an existential crisis—and unexpected
love—must choose between herself and the only
family she has left.
No one weaves a story as well as beloved New York
Times bestselling author Fern Michaels. In the latest
in the Sisterhood series, a team of unscrupulous
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doctors is profiting from others’ distress—but these
loyal friends know just the cure . . . For the
Sisterhood, there’s a special satisfaction that comes
with helping a friend in need, especially when it’s
someone as dear as Charlotte Hansen. Myra
Rutledge’s childhood friend has spent tens of
thousands of dollars on remedies to boost longevity.
But far from improving her health, the medications
seem to be destroying it. Myra becomes suspicious
of the trio of doctors in charge of the program,
especially once the Sisterhood’s investigations
reveal that one patient has died, and another lapsed
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into a coma. While those in their care suffer, the
three doctors—located in London, Aspen, and New
York—all enjoy indulgent lifestyles and extravagant
toys. But justice is always the best medicine—and no
one dispenses it better than the Sisterhood . . .
An Ancient Wisdom Text Revealed . . . Both an
ancient, "found" wisdom text and a sumptuous, epic
novel, Gaia Codex reveals the hidden histories of a
world long forgotten, the secret wisdom of an ancient
lineage of women, the Priestesses of Astera. Set in a
near future of impending societal and environmental
collapse, the novel is a tale of hope and
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remembrance, as well as an inspired vision of
humanity's origins and of the potential we hold for
conscious evolution.
After spending Thanksgiving with their loved ones on
Big Pine Mountain, the ladies of the Sisterhood
prepare to assist attorney Lizzie Fox in breaking up
an illegal baby-selling ring.
Déjà Vu
The Meaning of Sisterhood
Free Fall
Gotcha!
Sins of the Flesh
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In The Woman Next Door, New York Times bestselling
novelist Barbara Delinsky delivers her most engaging
novel to date, a story of trust, jealousy, and the
struggle to keep love alive. On a charming cul-de-sac
in suburban Connecticut, three close-knit couples find
their long-cherished harmony undone when a lovely,
younger neighbor, widowed a year ago and
presumably still unattached, becomes pregnant. Who
is the father? Could it be one of the husbands? One by
one, the couples turn inward, taking stock of their
marriages and of the loyalties that perhaps have been
taken too much for granted. In each case this close
scrutiny reveals a weakness, and for each wife the
situation becomes the kind of crisis that forces her to
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make a decision, one that will result in either the
strengthening or the dissolution of her marriage.
Filled with suspense, surprises, and the kind of
insights into the minds and hearts of her characters
that have won Barbara Delinsky a huge and loyal
following, The Woman Next Door is an ingenious
portrait of suspicion and deception, faith and love.
Deja VuKensington Publishing Corp.
Our best friends, gal-pals, bromances, Twitter
followers, Facebook friends, long- distance buddies
and WhatsApp threads define us in ways we rarely
acknowledge. There is so much about friendship we
either don t know or don t articulate: why do some
friendships last a lifetime, while others are only
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temporary? How do you break up with a toxic friend?
And maybe the most important question: how can we
live in the most interconnected age and still find
ourselves stuck in the greatest loneliness epidemic of
our time? It s killing us, making us miserable and
causing a public health crisis. What if meaningful
friendships are the solution, not a distraction In The
Friendship Cure, Kate Leaver's much anticipated
manifesto brings to light what modern friendship
means, how it can survive, why we need it and what
we can do to get the most from it. From behavioural
scientists to best mates, Kate finds extraordinary
stories and research, drawing on her own experiences
to create a fascinating blend of accessible smart
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thinking, investigative journalism, pop culture and
memoir.
Jane thinks nothing can make her lose her cool
Cutting Loose (Mills & Boon Silhouette)
Cinders to Satin
Little Universes
A Family Affair
The Friendship Cure

A young dancer takes the lead in her own royal
wedding in this captivating and heartfelt novel from
the #1 New York Times bestselling author. In a city
built on dreams, Trisha Holiday makes her living
moving like one. But out of her dancer’s costume,
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she’s as down-to-earth as they come. That’s why
she ignores the admiring note—and the
accompanying $1000 bill—that arrives backstage
after one of her ethereal performances. Yet the
sender, a wealthy foreign prince, isn’t easily
dissuaded. Seven years living and studying in the
United States have made Malik long for the freedom
to choose his own bride—and the woman he wants
is Trisha. After a breathtaking visit to Malik’s
kingdom culminates in a marriage proposal, Trish
attempts to adjust to an opulent new lifestyle
complete with servants, sumptuous surroundings,
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and vast wealth. None of that matters to Trish as
much as Malik’s love. With Malik’s sister proving a
trusted new friend, they plan a lavish wedding
surpassing anything she could have imagined. Yet
Trish’s new life will have challenges too—adjusting
to a new and complex culture, to the myriad
demands of Malik’s royal position, and to the
expectations she faces as his wife. And through it all,
Trish will strive to stay true to what matters
most—love, true friendship, and the ties that hold
family together across the miles and the years.
Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels
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“Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.”—Booklist
on Return to Sender “A knockout story.”—Publishers
Weekly on Dear Emily
This “delightfully engaging” (RT Book Reviews) entry
in the beloved Malory-Anderson Family series from
the New York Times bestselling author of the Reid
Family series follows the son of a gentleman pirate
as he falls in love with the streetwise young woman
he hires as his maid. When Danny, a young woman
from the streets of London with no memory of her
real family, helps handsome rakehell Jeremy Malory
steal back the jewels his friend lost in a card game,
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she is kicked out of her gang. She demands Jeremy
give her a legitimate job so she can become
respectable. Intrigued by her beauty and spunk,
Jeremy hires Danny as his upstairs maid, although
he wants her as his mistress. Under the tutelage of
Jeremy and his cousin Regina, Danny blossoms into
a lady. Although she is drawn to Jeremy by
passionate feelings she has never experienced
before, she refuses to be anything more than a
servant to him. But when she undergoes a
Cinderella-like transformation and poses as
Jeremy’s new love in an attempt to help him avert a
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scandal, his aristocratic peers can’t help but notice
how familiar Danny looks. Now tongues are
wagging, raising the question of her true identity,
which threatens not only Danny’s chances of
capturing Jeremy’s heart but her very life.
They say we only regret the chances we didn’t take,
the dream we didn’t chase, the career, the lover but
Is it really better to have loved and lost? Paris is in
her darkest hour. It’s 1944 and the war is raging all
around her. In an ancient stone house near Notre
Dame, home to the distinguished de la Roche family,
as Paris burns, Antoinette, a scientist working for the
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resistance, discovers a secret room that sends her
back to 1933. Will her hastily scribbled memories
help her change the outcome of the war? Only time
will tell. Paris in the 1990s is still a hotbed of
creativity and decadence for artists. Australian,
Karen, finds herself in the quiet stone room in the
house with the blue door, desperate to change her
shattered life. She goes back to the last time she can
remember being happy…and whole…her arms free
of the marks left by the drug she used to escape the
pain of being herself. She uses her second chance
to make a better life but learns that not everyone
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wants to be saved. Now it’s 2016, tour guide Rachel,
can’t believe she lost the man of her dreams - twice.
She comes face-to-face with her past when her
latest tour group arrives to stay in the luxurious
home-turned private hotel in Paris, the ancient stone
house with the blue door. Between touring all over
Paris, the shopping, and the champagne, the women
learn how to let their hair down and have fun again
and remember what it is they really want from life
and some find they need to do it all again.
An unforgettable novel about a young woman’s
journey into the heart of the unknown from the #1
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New York Times–bestselling author. Callie James
learned to survive in the squalid back alleys of
Dublin. Tough, spirited, and possessed of a singular
beauty, she was sent to New York to find her
fortune. But everywhere she turned there were men
who saw only what they wanted to see in her. Byrch
Kenyon offered friendship and encouragement, but
he also saw the desirable woman she would one day
become. Rossiter Powers, the rich son of a
respected family, saw something else in Callie—and
nearly destroyed her. Hugh MacDuff, rich only in
love and compassion, did his best to save her. But
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Callie—strong, smart and determined to
succeed—insisted on taking charge of her own
destiny. Praise for the writing of Fern Michaels
“Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.” —Booklist
on Return to Sender “A big, rich book in every way . .
. I think Fern Michaels has struck oil with this one.”
—Patricia Matthews on Texas Rich “Fast-moving . . .
Entertaining . . . A roller-coaster ride of serendipitous
fun.” —Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss
Anonymous
Blindsided
Hokus Pokus
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Gaia Codex
Aberrations of Cultural Memory
Sisterhood
Count on the Sisterhood to skirt the law in
the name of justice.From the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Gotcha! Myra
Rutledge isn’t ready to mothball the
Sisterhood just yet. When Maggie Spitzer,
former editor-in-chief of the Post and an
honorary member of the Sisterhood, arrives
with a new mission in mind, the Vigilantes
are soon gathering in their war room once
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more. While catching up on each other’s
lives, they plan a brilliant campaign against a
duo of corrupt judges running a
moneymaking racket that sends young
offenders to brutal boot camps, often on
trumped-up charges. Their enemies are
powerful and ruthless, but the Sisterhood
have their own formidable allies—including
former President Martine Connor. Once their
scheme takes off, the guilty won’t know what
hit them . . . Series praise “Spunky women
who fight for truth, justice, and the American
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way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing what happens
when well-funded, very angry women take
the law into their own hands.”—Booklist on
Weekend Warriors “Delectable . . . deliver[s]
revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus
Pokus
Identity theft has consequences. The wrath of
the Sisterhood is one of them. From the #1
New York Times bestselling author of Razor
Sharp. For the women of the Sisterhood,
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planning a lavish reception for their longtime
ally, attorney Lizzie Fox, at their lux
mountain retreat is the ideal way to unwind
after their latest successful mission. The only
cloud over the happy occasion is that their
mentor, Charles, is still mysteriously absent.
But amid the friendly bickering about floral
arrangements, cake tiers, and wedding
favors, the ladies of Pinewood receive a
frantic phone call from Nikki’s fiancé, Jack
Emery. Harry Wong—Yoko’s true love and a
staunch supporter of the Sisterhood—has
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become the victim of a ruthless identity theft
ring. Harry’s bank accounts have been closed
out, his beloved dojo is being foreclosed, and
he’s being evicted. Distraught, Yoko is about
to rush down the mountain to Harry’s aid
when the Sisters intercept her. A situation
like Harry’s requires finesse, careful
planning, and the Sisterhood’s distinctive
brand of vigilante justice . . . Series praise
“Spunky women who fight for truth, justice,
and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on
Final Justice “Readers will enjoy seeing what
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happens when well-funded, very angry
women take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors
“Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet, Michaelsstyle.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
Would-be poet Ariel, who lives with her
mother, feels that her whole life will change
when her sister, Kirsten, who has always
lived with their father in California, comes to
live with them. Original.
The female vigilantes—now fugitives—deliver
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“fun and vengeance in Michaels’ latest hit”
as the New York Times bestselling series
continues (Booklist). There is no match for
the Sisterhood—the seven friends who have
taken vigilante justice to a new level—not
even the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Although the women foiled former FBI
director Mitch Riley’s plot to frame their
friends Judge Nellie Easter and lawyer Lizzie
Fox, now they must remain in exile or risk
capture. They can’t complain about their
opulent digs on a remote, luxurious
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mountaintop, but the ladies desperately miss
home. Their wish to return might come true
sooner than they expect when they receive a
panicked call from Supreme Court Chief
Justice Pearl Barnes, who faces blackmail for
her own illegal brand of justice. Now the
women must not only sneak back into the
United States, but also remain undetected as
they investigate. But how do you make seven
women disappear? With a nosy reporter on
the brink of exposing them, the clock is
ticking as the Sisterhood tries to create a
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little magic—and save the day . . .
“Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet, Michaelsstyle.”—Publishers Weekly Series praise
“Spunky women who fight for truth, justice,
and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on
Final Justice “Readers will enjoy seeing what
happens when well-funded, very angry
women take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors
“Readers looking for an updated Charlie’s
Angels in ‘wild women’ mode will be most
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satisfied.”—Publishers Weekly on Lethal
Justice
Cross Roads
19 Yellow Moon Road
An Anthology of Writings from the Women's
Liberation Movement
An Action-Packed Novel of Suspense
Already Foreseen
The Sisterhood faces a brand-new day—and even
greater battles. Twentieth in the fanfavorite series from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author. United by a desire to
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overcome their personal misfortunes, seven
very different women formed an indelible bond
and vowed to right wrongs wherever they found
them. They’ve succeeded beyond their wildest
dreams. After years known as the Vigilantes,
Myra, Annie, Kathryn, Alexis, Yoko, Nikki,
and Isabelle are enjoying their hard-won
freedom and the chance at a normal life. As
it turns out, once you’re a part of the
Sisterhood, normal is a relative term.
President Martine Connor, their long-time
ally, has announced the formation of a topsecret organization. Officially, the CIC
won’t exist. Unofficially, they’ll report
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directly to the president and tackle the jobs
no one else can handle. For the Sisterhood,
it’s the end of an era—and the beginning of a
whole new adventure . . . Series praise
“Spunky women who fight for truth, justice,
and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final
Justice “Readers will enjoy seeing what
happens when well-funded, very angry women
take the law into their own hands.”—Booklist
on Weekend Warriors “Delectable . . .
deliver[s] revenge that’s creatively swift
and sweet, Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly
on Hokus Pokus
"Sara Richardson writes unputdownable,
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unforgettable stories from the heart" in this
emotional holiday novel, where three sisters
have one last Christmas to confront their
pasts before their lives change forever (Jill
Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author).
The Buchanan sisters all share special
childhood memories of their Aunt Sassy's
beloved Juniper Inn. There, they frolicked in
the snow, baked sugar cookies, and celebrated
the town's annual Christmas extravaganza.
They haven't been back to Colorado in nearly
fifteen years, but when their aunt invites
them for one last Christmas, they can't say
no . . . With her ex-husband whisking her
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children away for the holiday, Dahlia decides
it's time to do something for herself.
Juniper Springs is just as beautiful as she
remembers, but it's also full of surprises -including the town's handsome doctor, who
makes her feel like herself again for the
first time in years. To the outside world,
baker Magnolia has the ideal marriage. Only
the pain and sorrow of infertility have
strained her relationship with her husband,
perhaps beyond repair. But a holiday miracle
is about to change her life. After a
whirlwind romance, youngest sister Rose is
about to be married, but as the wedding draws
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near, she's unsettled by her fiancé's
expectations that she become a society wife.
Spending Christmas with her family could be a
necessary reality check -- or the beginning
of a brand-new happily ever after. Thanks to
the strength of their sisterhood, some
mistletoe, and the love of their Aunt Sassy,
the Buchanan sisters will discover what it is
they truly want this Christmas.
Harry Miles lives in a small city in the
state of Utah. His days are full of neverending boredom, interrupted only by his
friends, the sarcastic Nathan and the
beautiful Roxana, as well as by his
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occasional feelings of déjà vu. One day,
Harry realizes that those feelings of déjà vu
are not just feelings-he is a psychic who can
see 1 second into the immediate future. Using
his small superpower in secret, Harry becomes
a renowned goalkeeper and moves to Leicester,
England to sign with the local soccer club,
just after falling in love with Roxana. Soon,
he finds himself torn between his career and
his true love, but his life may take a whole
new direction when two men approach him with
a dire proposal. Harry must first confront
his own demons and make every foreseen second
count to fight for the girl of his dreams and
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find his real vocation along the way. Growing
more intriguing with every page, this
paranormal romance novel will fascinate you
with layered characters, entertaining
dialogues, and unpredictable situations
occurring in the near future.
Referring to a past that never was, déjà vu
shares a structure not only with fiction, but
also with the ever more sophisticated effects
of media technology. Tracing the term from
the end of the nineteenth century, when it
was first popularized in the pages of the
Revue philosophique, Peter Krapp examines the
genealogy and history of the singular and
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unrepeatable experience of déjà vu. This
provocative book offers a refreshing
counterpoint to the clichéd celebrations of
cultural memory and forces us do a double
take on the sanctimonious warnings against
forgetting so common in our time.Disturbances
of cultural memory-screen memories, false
recognitions, premonitions-disrupt the
comfort zone of memorial culture: strictly
speaking, déjà vu is neither a failure of
memory nor a form of forgetting. Krapp's
analysis of such disturbances in literature,
art, and mass media introduces, historicizes,
and theorizes what it means to speak of an
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economy of attention or distraction. Reaching
from the early psychoanalytic texts of
Sigmund Freud to the plays of Heiner Müller,
this exploration of the effects of déjà vu
pivots around the work of Walter Benjamin and
includes readings of kitsch and aura in Andy
Warhol's work, of cinematic violence and
certain exaggerated claims about shooting and
cutting, of the memorial character of
architecture, and of the high expectations
raised by the Internet.Peter Krapp, lecturer
in the Department of Cultural Studies and
Comparative Literature at the University of
Minnesota, coedited "Medium Cool," a special
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issue of the South Atlantic Quarterly on
contemporary media theory. He has published
in the fields of German studies, media
studies, and literary theory and, since 1995,
has acted as editor of the Hydra Web site for
theories of literature and media.
Eyes Only
A Bright Red Ribbon
Reckless
A Loving Scoundrel
Home Free

*** A USA TODAY BESTSELLER *** Tori…
For the record, I’m not going to hook up with
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my boss. I'm a lot of things—a screwup, a
basket case, a flunky. But when I take a
nanny job to be near my pregnant sister, I
swear to myself I’ll walk the straight and
narrow, which means I cannot fall for my
insanely hot boss. I don't want to be tempted
by that rugged rancher. By his chiseled
muscles or southern charm or the way he
snuggles his kids at bedtime. Ethan Carter
won't get the key to my heart, no matter how
much I want him. Ethan… Between us, she's
the last thing I need as I finalize my hellish
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divorce. What sane man trying to rebuild his
life wants a hot nanny with long, sexy hair,
curves for miles, and a smart mouth? A
perfectly kissable, pouty mouth that I
shouldn't notice. My focus is on my kids and
my ranch, not the insufferable siren who
sleeps in the room next to mine. It doesn't
matter that she wins over my kids in a
heartbeat or runs my life better than I do.
Tori Duran is the one woman I can't have and
shouldn't want, no matter how much I crave
her.
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"... the devoted friends are learning that
leaving their vigilante past behind is the most
difficult assignment of all. But fate -- and the
highest office in the land -- is about to
intervene."--Jacket.
'Like Charlie's Angels, the education and
expertise of these women is spectacular . . .
The dialog and level of suspense is
reminiscent of an action-packed television
series' Library Journal The first in the
bestselling Sisterhood series, Fern Michaels’
Weekend Warriors introduces the story of
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Myra Rutledge - a woman devastated by her
pregnant daughter’s death, a hit-and-run by a
man who claims diplomatic immunity. Myra is
lost in her grief until she switches on the
news one evening and sees a woman taking
matters into her own hands. An idea is born .
. . With the help of her daughter’s best friend,
defense attorney Nicki Quinn, Myra draws
together an unlikely band of vigilante women
who all have something in common - all have
been wronged by the US justice system, and
all are looking for revenge. Their first target
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is the Weekend Warriors, a trio of brutal
bikers who are guilty of raping one of the
sisterhood, Kathryn Lucas. Using power and
strength they didn’t know they had the
women carry out a plan of ultimate revenge .
. . New York Times bestselling author Fern
Michaels gives her readers exactly what they
want - powerful women persevering together
when life gets them down, perfect for fans of
James Patterson, Sue Grafton or the Netflix
series Good Girls.
You can bank on the Sisterhood for getting
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victims of scammers their just revenge—from
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Blindsided. Life comes in stages. Even the
Sisterhood has been content to let their gold
shields gather a little dust while they enjoy
their friends and family. But when a string of
anonymous emails arrives at Pinewood,
suggesting shady dealings at a local assistedliving facility, Myra Rutledge and her best
friend Annie de Silva are more than ready to
out-hustle a master con-artist at his own
game. They’ll need to enlist some new and
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untested allies in order to pull off their
brilliant plan, all while Myra faces a personal
challenge that will rock the Sisterhood to the
core . . . Series praise “Spunky women who
fight for truth, justice, and the American
way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing what happens
when well-funded, very angry women take
the law into their own hands.”—Booklist on
Weekend Warriors “Delectable . . . deliver[s]
revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on
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Lethal Justice
Sisterhood is Powerful
A Malory Novel
Hotel Déjà Vu

The perfect Christmas gift from the pen of
the beloved #1 New York Times–bestselling
author of Santa Cruise. Being dumped by
your boyfriend on Christmas Eve is not the
kind of surprise Morgan Ames was hoping to
unwrap. Still, that’s exactly what she
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found under the tree two years ago. What
was even more surprising was that she
promised she’d wait two Christmases for
his return—tonight—and she always keeps
her promises. But a sudden snowstorm has
other ideas, including a romantic turn
Morgan never imagined . . . Previously
published in I’ll Be Home for Christmas
Praise for the writing of Fern Michaels
“Tirelessly inventive and entertaining.”
—Booklist on Up Close and Personal “Fastmoving . . . Entertaining . . . A rollercoaster ride of serendipitous fun.”
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—Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss
Anonymous “A page-turner and one of the
author’s best romantic suspense tales to
date.” —Fresh Fiction on Mr. and Miss
Anonymous
"This study also explores the surprising
parallels between the telegraphy of the
nineteenth century and the work of women
in technical fields today. The
telegrapher's work, like that of the
modern computer programmer, involved
translating written language into machinereadable code. And anticipating the
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Internet by over one hundred years,
telegraphers often experienced the genderneutral aspect of the "cyberspace" they
inhabited."--BOOK JACKET.
In this stunning novel, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Fern Michaels conjures
an unforgettable story of love, betrayal,
and redemption . . . When Reuben Tarz and
Daniel Bishop met, they were hardly more
than boys, brought together by their
connection to beautiful, worldly
Marchioness Michelene Fonsard, known to
all as Madame Mickey. Twenty years later,
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Reuben is a Hollywood mogul and Daniel has
become a renowned Washington D.C. lawyer.
Life has rewarded both with riches,
success, and beautiful wives, if not
always contentment. Out of the blue, an
urgent telephone call from Mickey summons
Daniel to France to rescue Philippe, the
son Reuben never knew existed, and bring
him to America. Philippe’s arrival will be
the catalyst that changes
everything—unearthing old secrets and
betrayals and forging surprising new
bonds. And with each revelation comes that
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rarest of gifts: a chance to learn from
the sins of the past and forge a path to
happiness at last . . . “A tale of love
and intrigue.” —Library Journal
“Engaging...compelling...as polished as
they come.” —Publishers Weekly
Join Team Sisterhood as they take down
America’s most wanted in this electrifying
thriller from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Cross Roads. Thanks
to a presidential pardon, the Sisterhood
can put their fugitive days behind them
and resume their lives in peace. Still,
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all the women admit that lately things are
a little too calm and peaceful. Meeting up
for the first time in months to celebrate
Kathryn’s birthday—in the City of Sin, no
less—seems like the perfect antidote. But
before they can kick up their heels
something too big to pass up is dropped
into their laps. The time has come to deal
with Enemy #1, aka Hank Jellicoe, who’s
wanted by the FBI, the CIA, and Homeland
Security for starters. President Connor
herself has run out of patience with their
lack of results. Only the Sisterhood, with
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their special blend of guts, imagination,
and friends in all places are capable of
pulling off the impossible—of hunting down
this monster and taking him out once and
for all . . . Series praise “Spunky women
who fight for truth, justice, and the
American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final
Justice “Readers will enjoy seeing what
happens when well-funded, very angry women
take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors
“Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge
that’s creatively swift and sweet,
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Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on
Hokus Pokus
Bitter Pill
Deadly Deals
Game Over
Home for the Holidays
Reconnecting in the Modern World
A thrilling new book in the wildly popular series from the
author of Hidden, legendary #1 New York Times bestseller
Fern Michaels! The Sisterhood is reuniting to investigate The
Haven, a suspicious spiritual organization that s more
dangerous cult than caring commune… Maggie Spritzer s
nose for a story doesn t just make her a top-notch
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newspaper editor, it also tells her when to go the extra mile
for a friend. When she gets a strange message from her
journalism pal, Gabby Richardson, Maggie knows her
services are needed. Gabby has become involved with The
Haven, a commune that promises to guide its members
toward a more spiritually fulfilling life. But Gabby s
enthusiasm has turned to distrust ever since she was
refused permission to leave the compound to visit her sick
mother. Maggie wants to learn more about The Haven, and
the Sisterhood is eager to help. It turns out The Haven s
founders are the sons of a disgraced Chicago businessman
in prison for running a Ponzi scheme. They also have
connections to a Miami billionaire with dubious sidelines.
Soon, the Sisterhood gang embark on a search̶and
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uncover a web of crime that runs deeper and higher than
they ever imagined. And they ll need all their special skills
to bring it down… Praise for Fern Michaels Michaels s
highly developed skills as a storyteller are evident in the
affable characters [and] suspenseful plot. ̶Publishers
Weekly on Deep Harbor
Political intrigue, high-level high jinks, and characters
with charisma to spare . . . a real crowd-pleaser in the New
York Times bestselling series (Booklist, starred review). With
yet another successful assignment behind them, the ladies
of the Sisterhood have enjoyed a relaxing break together
and celebrated the wedding of Myra and Charles on Big Pine
Mountain. But as soon as the newlyweds return from their
shortened honeymoon, they are hit with some exciting yet
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unsettling news . . . It seems their dear ally Lizzie Fox,
recently ensconced as Chief White House Counsel, is
rumored to be near the top of the short list for a soon to be
vacated seat on the Supreme Court. While the Sisters are
thrilled for Lizzie, they are concerned about her being
ripped to shreds in the approval process, partly due to her
connections with the Sisterhood. They also fear it will delay
or even derail their long-awaited pardon promised to them
by President Martine Connor. It will take a masterful
plan̶and loyal friends aiding them at every turn̶for the
Sisters to succeed in protecting Lizzie while securing their
own freedom at last. Series praise Spunky women who
fight for truth, justice, and the American way. ̶Fresh
Fiction on Final Justice Readers will enjoy seeing what
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happens when well-funded, very angry women take the law
into their own hands. ̶Booklist on Weekend Warriors
Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that s creatively swift
and sweet, Michaels-style. ̶Publishers Weekly on Hokus
Pokus
Suspense, conspiracy, intrigue, and Michaels unique
brand of humor will keep her many fans happy, as the
New York Times bestselling series continues (Booklist). The
Sisterhood will not be broken . . . It s been a year and a half
since the women of the Sisterhood received their
presidential pardons, but the freedom they craved has come
at a high price. The impossibly lucrative positions handed
out to them by the mysterious Global Securities company
have turned out to be golden handcuffs̶scattering them
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around the world, cutting off communication, and leaving
them in miserable isolation. But a happy homecoming at the
old Virginia farmhouse is marred by the hijacking of Nikki
and Kathryn s private jet. It seems their few fellow
passengers are not ordinary travelers̶they re an elite
group of Interpol agents who urgently need the
Sisterhood s help. Now the ladies face a stark choice:
resume their vigilante status for one of their most hazardous
assignments yet or try to outwit a group of powerful
adversaries willing to use truly desperate measures. This
time, everything is in the balance̶their lives, their
friendship, and the freedom they fought so hard to gain . . .
Series praise Spunky women who fight for truth, justice,
and the American way. ̶Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
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Readers will enjoy seeing what happens when wellfunded, very angry women take the law into their own
hands. ̶Booklist on Weekend Warriors Delectable . . .
deliver[s] revenge that s creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style. ̶Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
"Revenge is a dish best served with cloth
Michaels rewrites the rules of the revenge game in this
rousing thriller in the New York Times bestselling Sisterhood
series, following Lethal Justice (Publishers Weekly). Sooner
or later, the Sisterhood always gets their man . . . The loyal
friends who make up the Sisterhood have gathered at Myra
Rutledge s beautiful Virginia home for the first time in a
year, eager to talk, laugh, and share their joys and
heartaches. For one of their number, it s an evening filled
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with anticipation. Because tonight, over delicious food and
in the company of those she trusts most, it will finally be
time to tell her story̶and for the Sisterhood to help plan
her revenge. Yoko Akia s mother was only fifteen when a
wealthy man swept her off her feet with promises of love.
Instead, he filled her brief life with horror and misery. The
Sisterhood has helped each other exact vengeance on
rotten men before, but this time it s different. Their target
is none other than America s favorite movie star̶a brute
who has conned the world into believing he s Mister
Perfect. But he s about to learn that nobody̶not even a
powerful superstar̶is above the Sisterhood s special
brand of payback . . . Series praise Spunky women who
fight for truth, justice, and the American way. ̶Fresh
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Fiction on Final Justice Readers will enjoy seeing what
happens when well-funded, very angry women take the law
into their own hands. ̶Booklist on Weekend Warriors
Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that s creatively swift
and sweet, Michaels-style. ̶Publishers Weekly on Hokus
Pokus
Payback
Kiss and Tell
Women in the Telegraph Office, 1846-1950
Weekend Warriors
Deja Vu

Poems, essays, personal testimonies, and
historical documents are contributed by
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fifty individuals concerned with the
liberation of women
Issy Helligan thought she was over her
childhood love, Gio, until he came
waltzing back into her life. Coming faceto-face with Gio only brings back memories
of how he used her so cruelly. Issy only
wishes to forget about Gio, but soon finds
herself depending on his help to save her
failing theater.
An island paradise hides a hell that only
the world’s most famous vigilantes can
take down. From the #1 New York Times
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bestselling author of Kiss and Tell. Lush,
exclusive Spyder Island is home to many of
the world’s billionaires. Years ago,
Gretchen Spyder, daughter of the island’s
namesake, gave her twin babies up for
legal adoption. Now Gretchen and her
father are trying to get them back. The
twins’ adoptive parents are a loving but
poor couple, completely outgunned by the
Spyders’ wealth. Their only hope lies with
Myra Rutledge and her formidable
Sisterhood, who are as ready as ever to
fight the good fight. But nestled among
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the lavish mansions and immaculate
landscaping of Spyder Island is a sinister
enemy. And in a case that’s far more
twisted than it first appears, the
ingenuity, courage, and friendship of the
Sisterhood will be tested as never before.
Series praise “Spunky women who fight for
truth, justice, and the American
way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing what happens
when well-funded, very angry women take
the law into their own hands.”—Booklist on
Weekend Warriors “Delectable . . .
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deliver[s] revenge that’s creatively swift
and sweet, Michaels-style.”—Publishers
Weekly on Hokus Pokus
“Readers looking for an updated Charlie’s
Angels in ‘wild women’ mode will be most
satisfied” with this thriller in the New
York Times bestselling series (Publishers
Weekly). The fun, smart, sassy women of
the Sisterhood are the best friends a
woman wants by her side in good times and
bad. Meeting once again in Myra Rutledge’s
beautiful Virginia home, they’re ready to
face a new challenge and right a vicious
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wrong . . . Alexis Thorn, once a
successful securities broker, spent a
hellish year behind bars for a crime she
never committed. Now she has her freedom,
but she’s left with haunting memories of
being hauled from her office in handcuffs
. . . of the cell door clanging shut
behind her . . . of her pleas going
unheard. Meanwhile the real criminals—her
former employers—continue to make millions
by conning the innocent, especially
preying on the elderly and taking their
life savings. Alexis dreams of getting
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even. The legal system failed her, but the
Sisterhood won’t. They have a delicious
plan that can give the scammers a taste of
their own bitter medicine . . . “Fans of
the series will relish the latest episode
because it’s as full of daring and rough
justice as all the rest.”—Booklist Series
praise “Spunky women who fight for truth,
justice, and the American way.”—Fresh
Fiction on Final Justice “Readers will
enjoy seeing what happens when wellfunded, very angry women take the law into
their own hands.”—Booklist on Weekend
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Warriors “Delectable . . . deliver[s]
revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on
UNFINISHED BUSINESS WITH THE DUKE
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